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Hatchers pass avalanche report

A 17-year-old snowboarder caught in the Hatcher Pass avalanche Monday afternoon died in a hospital, Alaska State Police said Tuesday. The snowboarder triggered the avalanche around 12:30 p.m. .m. On Monday, on a 100-foot hillside funneled into a terrain trap above the stream catchment area, Hatcher Pass Avalanche Center forecaster Allie Barker wrote in a preliminary report. Cross-country traps
are features that cause avalanche waste to accumulate and avalanche risk. The boy, whose name was not released, was sent into a sewer near the mile 16 of Palmer Fishhook Road, the soldiers said. Rescuers made him unearth. The crown at the top of the slide was about 1.5 metres deep, Barker estimates. The avalanche, caused by the failure of storm snow with a weak layer further away in the
snowpack, occurred on a 36-degree slope at an altitude of 2,000 feet, Barker wrote. The avalanche land is considered to be slopes measured at 30 degrees or steeper. Before Monday's avalanche, hatcher pass had received about 4.5 meters of snow in 48 hours, according to Barker. Monday's forecast from the Hatcher Pass Avalanche Center described dangerous conditions in the Area of the Talkeetna
Towers north of Anchorage, saying that a man-launched slide was likely and the avalanche risk significant. Barker on Tuesday recommended conservative decision-making as the snowpack adjusts to new snow over the next two days. It was the third avalanche death of the season in Alaska. Trey N. Henning, a 21-year-old snow machine from Unalaska, died in late February after being buried in an
avalanche near the town of Aleutisare. A full report on Monday's avalanche is expected to be released in the next fortnight. Issued: Thu, December 3rd, 2020 No current avalanche forecast has been issued. Today's avalanche problem is a constant slead. Tiles that are triggered by man are possible today. Strong winds and warmer temperatures have made their mark. Coverage is still thin and weakened at
average heights. Shooting cracks, shrying and a smooth pillow like snow are all red flags. Coverage is thin at higher heights. Triggers of avalanches have greater consequences because they are swept through thinly buried rocks and other dangers. Driving conditions have deteriorated due to widespread wind impact. (Read more) Click here for a full weather forecast. Prognosis empty? Force Update A
continuous screed triggered by man is possible and natural avalanches are unlikely. This avalanche problem can be found at all heights and in all areas of the terrain 35° or more steeply. Strong, consistent winds this week have carried snow from leeward perspectives (southwest through the northern slopes) and continued to bury old weak sugar snow (11/20 sides). This wind event started at noon on
November 30, 2019 and began to subside on December 2. Strong winds buried 11/20 These permanent tiles are small the size varies from soft to hard tile. The tiles are a few inches thick or 18 thick and sit weak, sugary, rounded near the surface. With hard tiles, you can get to the slope before you fail above you, making it difficult to escape. Deeper in the snowpack, about 1-3′ feet deep, lingers the base
sides of October that we have been dealing with since the beginning of the season. Loose sugary snow on the ground has continued its reactive activity in snow pits. A man-triggered avalanche is possible in isolated areas and large. Natural avalanches are unlikely. Beating and shooting cracks are good bull-eye tips for this avalanche problem. All areas where snow is blowing should be watched out, as
there is likely to be loose sugary snow below, and this is a bad structure that has failed. Pole or sensor tests, snow machine cuts on test slopes, hand pits and instability tests are good assessment and identification tools for this problem. Wind ingested Marmot Mid-Rib Signs of strong winds, Marmot 4000′ SW Pit from 12/1 shows both November 22. HPAC forecasts contain detailed information about
snowpacking conditions and often include detailed narratives, observations, images and videos to help backcountry users assess risks. In addition to professional forecasts, HPAC's website allows users to present their own observations on snow conditions and avalanche activity. Each weekly forecast includes a hazard rating, a brief summary of the conditions, and details of the snowpack and avalanche
problems. PCF awarded Hatcher Pass Avalanche Center $2,000 to buy drone HPAC's new drone allows them to record avalanche and snowpack sightings that would otherwise not be available by other means and publish these images with each forecast. Using the drone allows us to capture high-end images to share with the community and spread life-saving information. Climbers, skiers, split boarders,
bobsledders - all over shredders that live for days on snow!. . Tonight, join AAS Director Melis Coady, pro instructor Brooke Edwards and Utah Avy forecaster Nikki Champion (formerly an AAS instructor) to discuss how we rose to leadership positions in the avalanche industry. . The event is sponsored @shejumps. Tonight (12/03 at 5 p.m. COR time). . Tickets free (proposed donation $5) - link bio. bio.
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